
 
 

 

NPG SELL SHOT STUDIO PROCESS AND SIZE MAPPING 

REQUIREMENTS 

 
ATTN: NPG FULL PRICE SUPPLIERS 
 

Thank you for your continued support as we navigate these next few month's heading into 

Holiday. We are committed to continuously develop and evaluate new business models and 

mutually beneficial growth strategies. We appreciate all of you for your time as our team 

quickly identifies a longer-term solution for us to automate through our bulk send process. 

(Coming soon!)  

  

Below you will see an outline of what's changing, along with a process visual and NPG Sell 

Shot Studio and Size Mapping spreadsheet.  

  

WHAT'S CHANGING: 
• We are moving to a Vendor Managed model for pulling and sending Sell Shot 

Samples. 
o Instead of a monthly list of styles sent by the NPG Photo Sample team, 

you will be responsible for pulling a sample in the correct size for all new 

styles and colorways and shipping it to the appropriate studio at the time 

of TOP OF PRODUCTION. 
• ALL new items will need to have a Sell Shot sample sent 

o Sell Shots now includes Kids, all Accessories, Home, and Shoes.  
o Departments, sizing, and studio locations appear in the NPG Sell Shot 

Studio and Size Mapping spreadsheet. 
• Please note this spreadsheet outlines our new categories in 

addition to the areas where we are already sending sell shot 

samples.  

  

NEW PROCESS OVERVIEW 
1. NPG sends Bulks to Vendor 

2. For any new style or new colorway, Vendor notes that a sell shot sample will be 

needed 

3. Vendor consults the NPG Sell Shot Studio and Size Mapping spreadsheet to note: 

a. Sample Size Needed 

b. Studio Location to send to 

4. Top of Production begins  

5. Vendor pulls Sell Shot Sample in correct size from Top of Production and sends 

immediately/within a week to the correct studio location 

  



 
  

TIMELINE: 

This process should be put in place for anything with a January 2022 in-store month forward. 

With that, we know that many of these styles are currently in production or that production is 

finalized for. Please follow the correct path below based on where in production each garment 

is:         

  

IF PRODUCTION IS ALREADY COMPLETE         
a. Pull item from production stock in correct size (see Mapping) 

b. Send item immediately to the correct studio address (based on department + 

size) 

i. NOTE: if an item is already shipped, please inform your PD 

Manager.  

IF ITEM IS CURRENTLY IN PRODUCTION 
a. Pull item from production in correct size (see Mapping) 

b. Send item immediately to the correct studio address (based on department + 

size) 

IF ITEM HAS NOT STARTED PRODUCTION CURRENTLY 
a. Once Top of Production begins for the appropriate size, pull a sample in each 

new colorway (see Mapping) 

b. Within one week of pulling the sample from TOP, send to the correct studio 

address (based on department + size) 

  

 

Please note that this is only applicable for Sell Shot samples, and does not include marketing, 

TOP, or Gratis samples. Additionally, note that this process is applicable for Full Price 

product only. This should be reflected in the outlined departments in the attached NPG Sell 

Shot Studio and Size Mapping spreadsheet. 

  

If you have any questions on the process, please reach out to your PD Manager.  

 

  

Thank you! 


